Learning Express Library provides online practice tests, tutorials and ebooks designed to help library patrons, students and adult learners prepare for academic or licensing tests that they must take. It provides immediate test scoring, explanations of the answers to questions and the opportunity to take the tests and tutorials multiple times. For grade 4 through adult.

Registration is free, anonymous, and must be completed to practice any test.

To Access Learning Express Library:
- Go to SD State Library website (http://library.sd.gov)
- Click Online Resources: Complete Listing
- Click Learning Express Library
- Enter your Library Barcode and Password
- Sign in to Learning Express Library
View answers with explanations

Test scores are analyzed by question topic

Tests can be scored at any time

Tests can be stopped and started as needed

Instructions are provided for each test

Test questions are multiple choice

Sample Test Question
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If you have any questions about using this database, contact a South Dakota Librarian.